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Venturing into uncharted territory, mother and award-winning journalist Meredith Maran takes us
inside teenagers' hearts, minds, and central nervous systems to explore the causes and
consequences of our nation's drug crisis. In these pages we get to know the kids, the parents,
the therapists, and the drug treatment programs at their best and worst. We're face-to-face with
seventeen-year-old Mike, whose life revolves around selling, smoking, and snorting speed;
fifteen-year-old Tristan -- the boy next door -- who can't get enough pot, pills, or vodka; and
sixteen-year-old Zalika, a runaway, crack dealer, and prostitute since the age of twelve.
Combining powerful on-the-street reporting and groundbreaking research, Dirty is essential
reading for every parent and professional who works with or cares about children or teenagers.
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PublisherPrologueMike and his friend Jack are kicking it in Jack’s room, drinking some beers,
smoking some weed. It’s the first night of Christmas break, freshman year of high school. Jack
rummages through his sock drawer, pulls out a small white rock.“What’s that?” Mike
asks.“Crank,” Jack answers.“I heard that shit’s tight,” Mike says.“Let’s do it up.” Jack shuts the
door in case his mom comes home.Mike hesitates. Smoking weed is one thing. Putting
something up his nose—that’s what junkies do.“C’mon, dude,” Jack urges him. He pulls out a
mirror and a razor blade, chops the rock into powder. He snorts a few lines, chops up some
more, passes the mirror to Mike. Mike closes his eyes and snorts his first line of crank.Instantly
he’s filled with the feeling he’s always wanted and never had: pure happiness. All his problems—
in school, with his parents, even his zits—vanish as if they’ve been vaporized by the Star Trek
laser gun he played with as a kid.Mike snorts another line. He can’t sit still. He jumps up.“Got any
more of that shit?” he asks, his heart pounding in his chest.Sitting in the backseat of his mom’s
BMW, his mom chatting with his grandmother in the front, Tristan slips a double dose of Xanax
to his step-brother, Max, and the same to his stepsister, Caitlin. They pass a water bottle,
gulping the pills down.The Xanax kicks in just as they arrive at their cousin’s birthday party. “Let’s
go smoke a bowl,” Tristan whispers to his sibs. They sneak out, float to a park nearby, stuff a pipe
with pot.“This stuff is hella strong,” Caitlin mumbles.“We just got dosed, dude,” Tristan giggles.
“This shit is laced with something serious.” Falling all over each other, laughing, they stagger
back to the house.Later that night while everyone’s asleep, Tristan creeps into Caitlin’s room. He
takes her car keys and the two twenties he finds on her dresser. “She owes me that much for the
pot and the pills,” he tells himself.Tristan drives Caitlin’s VW to his friend Justin’s house. He and
Justin split a fifth of vodka. As Tristan’s driving home—sideswiping a few fire hydrants and
parked cars along the way—his cell phone starts ringing off the hook, his mom’s number lighting
up over and over on the screen. When he gets home she’s in the kitchen, crying. Tristan
promises her everything she wants to hear: he’ll never smoke pot, drink, or drive without a
license again.“At least not till next weekend,” he thinks, and falls into bed.“We’re the police. Don’t
make this any harder than it is.”Zalika freezes. Two cops are standing in front of her, one black,
the other white, their faces lit by the liquor store’s neon sign.“It’s over for me,” Zalika thinks. All
the time she’s been selling rock on this corner, she never thought it would come to this. Marcus



had told her what to do if the Five-O came up on her: swallow everything she had. But how can
she do that now? She has sixty rocks of crack on her body—five in her mouth, twenty in her
pockets, the rest in a baggie stuffed up inside her—and two cops in her face.Zalika starts
swallowing the rocks in her mouth, grabbing handfuls from her pockets. But there are too many
to swallow. Too many to hold. The rocks spray from her mouth, her hands; they’re bouncing off
her Nikes. Going on pure instinct, she drops to the ground to pick them up.The white cop pulls
her to her feet. “We were just gonna send you home to your parents,” he says, shaking his head
sadly. “What are you, seventeen?”“Almost fifteen,” Zalika answers.Two more cop cars arrive,
lights flashing. Cops swarm all over, scooping up the rocks, the street junkies watching with their
mouths hanging open as if the police are snatching their last meal. The black cop handcuffs
Zalika. “You have the right to remain silent…”IntroductionThis is a book about why teenagers use
drugs, what we’re doing about it, why nothing seems to be working, and what we might do to
solve—or at least look honestly at—the problem.I’ve been writing books and articles about
teenagers since I was one myself, driven then as now by the same Big Question—the question
that drove me to smoke my first joint and write my first book in high school, the question that
drives me still: How and why are things in America so different from the way they’re supposed to
be?This question opens another one. What can the lives of teenagers—no longer cosseted as
children, but not yet accountable as adults—teach us about the price of our broken promises?I
know the price. I’ve paid it, first as a raging teenager, then as the mother of one. I mean it when I
say that this book started close to home: my home. It started with a mother’s pain: mine. What
drove me to write this book was not asking, first, where America had gone wrong, but where I’d
gone wrong. What had I done or failed to do for my younger son, Jesse, that led him to spend his
teenage years high on pot and alcohol, running the streets, in jail?Jesse’s first arrest was for
shoplifting at age thirteen; his last was a DUI at age twenty. During the years in between, the only
thing I could count on was the steady escalation of his arrests and school suspensions—from
fighting on campus to joyriding; from stealing checkbooks and wallets to stealing bicycles; and
finally, to breaking a bottle over a kid’s head, sending him to the hospital. I lived through those
years in a protracted state of shock: mid-traumatic stress I can still summon now just by writing
about it. Sleepless nights blurred into bad-news days; brief interludes of “normal life” were
shattered by phone calls summoning me and my ex-husband to principals’ offices, police
stations, emergency rooms, jails.What, I asked myself and everyone else, did my suffering child
need? Why couldn’t I, or his devoted dad, or the many trained professionals we enlisted give it to
him? Why was Jesse’s one-year-older brother, Peter, gliding through adolescence—smoking
plenty of pot, blowing off plenty of homework, but doing just fine in school, at home, in life—while
Jesse rarely went a day without getting high, a week without a heart-stopping drama? From birth
Jesse had been exceptional: brilliant, artistic, complex. Alternately horrifying and astounding his
teachers with his precocious cartooning, satiric story writing, and razor-tongued wit, he was
suspended from preschool for biting, from fourth grade for disrupting class, from junior high for
threatening the dean. By the time Jesse got to high school, he didn’t seem so exceptional



anymore. He seemed like any other wanna-be thug.At age twenty, after his final stint in jail,
Jesse started going to church. He stopped drinking and smoking pot. He stopped committing
crimes. Today, at twenty-three, Jesse lives a life of service to others. My son the teenage felon
works, now, at a residential treatment program for drug-addicted teenagers. My son the (ethnic,
if not religious) Jew is now the youngest and the only white minister at a predominantly African
American Baptist church. He credits God with saving his soul, and his life.I blamed myself for
Jesse’s problems, of course, just as I’d spent twenty years in therapy blaming my mother for
mine. But as this admirable young man emerged from the tempest of his adolescence, I began
to wonder where else the responsibility might lie. What did Jesse’s struggle mean in the bigger
picture of our nation’s epidemic of teenagers in crisis?The mistakes I’d made with Jesse were
legion, but they couldn’t explain why my home state of California, among others, was building
more jails than schools; why business was booming nationwide for wilderness programs,
therapeutic boarding schools, and adolescent rehab centers. Nor could my failings explain my
friends’ problems with their kids. My friends, I knew, were attentive, smart, loving parents—rich,
middle-class, and poor; black, white, and brown; gay, straight, and other, raising their kids in all
kinds of styles and cultures. Yet their teenagers were having trouble too, suffering in any of the
myriad ways that teenagers in America suffer and manifest their suffering.I’d talked my friend
Stephen through hiring professional kidnappers to “escort” his heroin-addicted daughter to a
therapeutic boarding school in the middle of the night. I’d told my friend Valerie to search her
son’s sock drawer, then comforted her when she found pot and bullets in an incense box there.
I’d advised my friend Chris about what she could and could not bring inside when she went to
visit her alcoholic daughter in Juvenile Hall. I’d mediated in the verging-on-violent screaming
matches between my comadre María, the finest parent and the finest woman I knew, and her
stoned and raging teenage son.I knew that, like Jesse, my friends’ kids had issues beyond drug
abuse: psychological and social wounds deeper than the needle tracks on their arms. Where, I
wondered, did those wounds come from? How can we—as families, communities, a nation—
treat or, better yet, prevent them? And why are so many of our children in so much pain in the
first place?I’ve long believed that teenagers are the canary in America’s mine: old enough to
know what’s wrong around them, young enough to name and condemn it unreservedly. Their
alienation and their anger mirror and exacerbate our own. As William Finnegan says in the final
words of his 1998 classic, Cold New World, “What young people show us is simply the world we
have made for them.”What does our children’s drug use show us—about them, about us, about
the world we’ve made for them? By asking the Big Questions about teenage drug use, I went
looking for Big Answers. I went looking for what I needed, a few short years ago, to help ease my
son’s anguish and my own.This is what I found.America’s drug crisis is a runaway train. Keeping
teenagers from jumping on board—or being flattened on the tracks—is the linchpin of the
nation’s efforts to stop it. Research shows that if you don’t use drugs as a kid, you’re less likely to
use drugs as an adult. Keeping teens clean today, the logic goes, equals fewer adult addicts
tomorrow. The strategy is a reasonable one. The problem is, it hasn’t worked.Despite countless



attempts by governments, schools, churches, and families to contain the epidemic of teen drug
use that exploded across the nation during the 1960s, the epidemic has been escalating (with
an occasional downward blip) ever since. Thirty years into the government’s multibillion-dollar
campaign to steer kids away from drugs and fifteen years since we were all mesmerized by that
single egg frying in the pan—“This is your brain. This is your brain on drugs”—in turn-of-the-
millennium America more teenagers are using drugs than ever in the history of this country, or
any country in the world.One-fourth of the high-school seniors in America today have problems
with drugs and alcohol. Nearly two-thirds of the teenagers in America today do drugs before they
finish high school—one-third of them by the time they’re in eighth grade. (Do the math: we’re
talking twelve-year-olds.) Fifty-six percent of seventeen-year-olds know at least one drug dealer
at school.Nothing we’re doing about it is working. Not the ads, not the DARE programs in the
schools, not the after-school specials on TV. Not the glitzy rehab spas, the grimy public
treatment centers, the fancy boarding schools. Not the Juvenile Halls, the youth detention
camps, the jails.By the time they’re seniors in high school:50 percent of teenagers have binged
on alcohol (chugged five or more drinks in a row).41 percent have smoked pot.12.5 percent
have taken tranquilizers or barbiturates.12 percent have taken Ecstasy (“X” use was up 71
percent between 1999 and 2001).11 percent have used amphetamines (“speed” in its various
forms).10 percent have taken LSD.9 percent have used cocaine, about half in the form of
crack.9 percent have sniffed inhalants.4 percent have snorted or shot heroin.Two hundred
thousand American teenagers were arrested for drug violations in 1999, an increase of 291
percent over the past decade. Seven out of ten juveniles who get in trouble with the law test
positive for drugs. Nine out of ten teenagers who need drug treatment aren’t getting it.These are
your kids. These are your kids on drugs.Welcome to America, where on any given day, one
million people are in treatment for drug or alcohol abuse. The number one health problem in the
nation, substance abuse causes more death and illness than any other preventable condition.
Four times as many women die from addiction-related illness, for example, as die from breast
cancer.Nearly fifteen million Americans—6.3 percent of the population age twelve and over—
are illicit-drug users. Half of them are under age twenty-six. All told, they spend $60 billion a year
on the illegal stuff they smoke, snort, swallow, and shoot.Whether you indulge or not, you’re
paying for the party. Drug abuse costs the U.S. economy $414 billion a year. Besides the health
and productivity costs, President Bush’s War on Drugs swallows $19.2 billion. Two-thirds of that
is spent on law enforcement and interdiction (kicking in housing-project doors, making sure the
people who get busted go to jail). With no apparent comprehension of cause and effect—only
3.6 percent of the War on Drugs budget is allotted for treatment, 2.4 percent for prevention—the
Bush administration acknowledges that most people who need treatment aren’t getting it.More
than one million people a year are arrested for drugs, contributing generously to one of our
nation’s most dubious achievements: the United States has the second-highest—and the fastest-
growing—incarceration rate in the world. Sixty percent of the nearly two million people in our
prisons today are drug offenders. If the prison population keeps increasing at its current rate (6.6



million Americans—one in every thirty-two adults—are currently incarcerated, on probation, or
on parole), by 2053 there will be more Americans in jail than out.This is your country. This is your
country on drugs.I began my research in the summer of 2001, talking with the teachers,
therapists, coaches, and parents who’d helped me with Jesse and with Class Dismissed, the
book I published in 2000 about a year in the lives of three high-school seniors. These folks
referred me to experts in adolescent drug treatment and to teen treatment centers. I explained
that I was looking for a few different kinds of teenagers to follow through a few different kinds of
drug rehab programs. By exploring a diverse array of “recovery” experiences, I hoped to
understand how the most powerful social determinants—race, class, gender, geography,
psychology—affect kids’ proclivity to do drugs and what happens to them when they get caught.
I wanted a representative mix of urban, rural, and suburban kids from different ethnic, economic,
and family backgrounds who used a representative mix of drugs with a representative mix of
results.I told the program directors that I wanted to sit in on the kids’ court appearances and
therapy sessions and to follow them through their relapses and runaways. I promised to conceal
the kids’ identities, but warned I would conceal little else. Agreeing to participate meant that
everyone involved—district attorneys, probation officers, public defenders, and judges as well as
teachers, therapists, parents, and kids—would relinquish much: privacy, time, energy. For the
next year or so I’d be everywhere, asking them about everything. Their only payoff? A chance to
let the world in on the real war on drugs—the one they wage from the trenches every day. It
speaks volumes about their dedication to this battle that all three of the programs and teenagers
I selected agreed to expose themselves in this way.To explore long-term residential treatment—
the most intensive type, for the most seriously drug-and crime-involved kids—I chose Center
Point Adolescent in downtown San Rafael. One of many “therapeutic communities” built around
a rigorous routine of behavior modification (“Fake it till you make it,” in addict parlance), Center
Point is populated by fifteen to twenty mostly white, working-class boys from the northern
reaches of small-town California, all of them placed in the one-year program as a condition of
their probation.I didn’t have to look for a kid to follow at Center Point; my first day there, Mike
chose me. A seventeen-year-old “tweaker” (methamphetamine user) from the blue-collar
suburbs of Santa Rosa, Mike employed the resourcefulness that I would see so much of during
the next year, systematically convincing the Center Point administrators, then his parents, then
me that being in a book would be good for him, and vice-versa. Silly me. During my first weeks
with Mike, sitting through his group and individual therapy sessions, hearing him saying all the
right things at all the right times, I worried that he might be a little too clean and sober, a little too
stable, to teach me what I wanted to learn about the rutted road to recovery. Little did I know how
many miles and milestones Mike and I would end up covering together.To learn more about the
“recovery high school” treatment model—the only one designed specifically for teenagers—I
chose Phoenix Academy, a public school in affluent Marin County. Well funded and
professionally staffed, Phoenix serves up a blended curriculum of academics and therapy to
suburban white kids and urban Latinos, rock stars’ sons and immigrants’ daughters. Some



Phoenix Academy students are placed there as a condition of their probation; many are enrolled
at their parents’ request or their own.At Phoenix I found Tristan sitting by himself at lunch, eating
the curried lentils and raw spinach he’d brought from home, a cloud of orange curls framing his
freckled, peach-fuzzy face. The grandson of a well-known artist, at sixteen Tristan had already
been around the rehab block a few times, thanks to his taste for pot, mushrooms, vodka, and the
pills he found in his friends’ parents’ medicine cabinets. When I met him, Tristan wasn’t sure he
wanted to get sober, but was sure that he never wanted to lie again—a remarkable commitment
for a teenage kid to make; an even more remarkable one to keep.Because Drug Courts are a
growing and controversial national treatment trend (“Hug-a-Thug Courts,” their critics call them),
and because I was so moved by how much they do with the little they are given, I decided to
explore the Juvenile Drug Court in the inner city of Richmond, California. All of this program’s
kids are on probation; most of them are African American, Latino, Asian, and poor; many are first-
generation Americans from Contra Costa County’s grittiest ’hoods. The Drug Court clients are
lovingly monitored by the Drug Court Team: the judge, probation officer, prosecutor, and public
defender who collaborate with the kids’ counselors at the after-school drug-treatment center
they’re required to attend five afternoons a week.By the time I met Zalika, I’d spent several
months spinning in the Drug Court’s revolving door, watching kids begging to be admitted, then
disappearing, then showing up again. The director couldn’t promise me that Zalika would stick
around (she didn’t), but he accurately predicted that I would find her fascinating. Exceptionally
bright and charming, the “bad seed” of her high-achieving, upper-middle-class African American
family, sixteen-year-old Zalika had been turning tricks and selling crack since she was twelve
years old. She was intrigued but ambivalent about my proposition, interviewed me for weeks
before finally agreeing to let me into her life, and hasn’t yet stopped testing me to decide if I
deserve her trust. It’s been a daily challenge to earn it.And so we began. Mike, Tristan, Zalika,
and their parents signed waivers relinquishing their confidentiality rights. I signed a form
promising not to use the kids’ real names or photographs. And then every day I went wherever
they were: to school, to program, to court. To the mall, to Planned Parenthood, to the Zen center.
To the police station, to two counties’ Juvenile Halls, to the kids’ parents’ houses, and to the
houses where they hid out from the law (but never, incredibly, from me).I was with Mike when he
swore he’d make it through rehab this time, and with him when he didn’t. I was with Tristan at AA
meetings, and when he had to tell his therapist that he’d relapsed—again. I was with Zalika when
she ran from Drug Court, and when she walked back in to face the handcuffs.Mike taught me
how to blow a crank pipe, and how hard it is for a tweaker to go even one day without speed.
Tristan taught me how to beat a drug test, and how to find the nugget of self within the lode of
others’ expectations. Zalika taught me the origami of cocaine packaging, and how to make just
about anyone do what you want them to do, without even knowing they’re doing it.I grew to love
them. They grew hella fond of me. I had a blast with them. And they, whether they wanted to or
not, had me.I was present for most of the events in this book. When I couldn’t be, I verified, as
thoroughly as possible, what I was told. Unless otherwise specified, the viewpoints expressed



are those of the teenagers, although my opinions of their parents, counselors, friends, and
situations were unavoidably affected by theirs. The names of all the teenagers mentioned, and
of their families and the programs they attended before I met them, have been changed for two
reasons: to protect the kids from negative repercussions, and because by promising to conceal
some insignificant identifying facts I was able to gain access to deeper, more significant truths.
The names of the three profiled programs and of most of the adults who work in them are real.A
caveat about the statistics you’ll find throughout these pages: most of the agencies,
organizations, and individuals that are funded to conduct studies of adolescent substance
abuse do so, for better and for worse, to advance their own agendas. They want more money to
be allocated for prevention, or treatment, or incarceration; they’re looking to “prove” that stricter
parenting, or legalization, or pharmaceuticals will solve the problem. Their numbers are based
on only those teenagers who are arrested, sent to publicly funded treatment, and/or divulge to a
stranger on the telephone that they use drugs, and which ones, and how often.Not surprisingly,
the research yields wildly disparate results. Two quick examples. One: different government
agencies report variously that 7 percent, or 21 percent, or 41 percent of high-school seniors
smoke pot; both the San Francisco Chronicle and Columbia University’s Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse report that 47 percent do—and the teenagers I asked swear that just
about all of their friends do. Example number two: the National Institute on Drug Abuse, the
federal government’s chief drug-research bureau, says that 9 percent of high-school seniors
sniff inhalants. In a special segment on February 2, 2002, Good Morning America reported that
18 percent of teenagers are “huffers”—exactly double NIDA’s finding.Flawed as they are, the
data help to paint the Big Picture, albeit in the broadest of strokes. Toward that end I’ve compiled
the most current statistics available, drawing from a wide range of sources and cross-checking
their accuracy wherever possible.Finally, a few words about what this book is and isn’t.It’s not an
analysis of U.S. drug policy (although it seems pertinent that, as I write, those taxpayer-funded
“Buy Drugs, Support Terrorism” ads saturate the media, while U.S. bombs fall on the Middle
East, where a good deal of the heroin trade was launched and sponsored by the CIA. Which
brand of terrorism, I wonder, are we supporting when we buy drugs?).It’s not an exposé of the
possible ties between the pharmaceutical, alcohol, and tobacco multinationals, the drug cartels,
organized crime, the multibillion-dollar rehab industry, and those politicians who continue to
make obscene profits not only possible but inevitable for all of them.It’s not a scientific study of
the physiology of addiction—nor of whether such a thing exists. In fact, this book isn’t scientific
at all. I wanted to know what causes teens to use drugs, what we offer them when they do, and
what we can learn from our failure, thus far, to solve the problem. To find out, I reflected on my
experiences as a teenager and as the mother of teenagers. I dug around to see what other
researchers and experts in the field had to say. Most informatively of all, I accompanied three
teenagers on a few miles of the journey that their drug use has compelled them to take.Which
brings us to what this book is: a shocking, revelatory, loud report issued directly from the
mouths, hearts, minds, and central nervous systems of teenagers in (and out of) drug rehab.



Mike, Tristan, and Zalika took a big chance and let me in. They showed me their secret stashes,
their locked journals, their hidden wounds. They brought me with them to their hot boxes and
house parties, their drug deals and shoplifting sprees, their therapy sessions and Juvenile Hall
cells. And they talked to me about every bit of it, every step of the way. Thanks to the courage,
openness, and irrepressible humanity of these three teenagers—and the willingness of their
families, teachers, and counselors to allow me to go where no reporter has gone before—I can
bring you there too.As the mother of a kid in trouble, I spent many anguished hours
eavesdropping on my son’s conversations; searching his backpack, his pockets, his room; trying
to trick his brother, his friends, his therapists into telling me something, anything, that might help
me understand and help him. I didn’t, as I was often reminded, have a clue. If this book
accomplishes its purpose, it will offer you a few.Remember, though, this book tells the unique
stories of three unique teenagers. Their stories are representative, not comprehensive. There
are as many reasons for, and treatments of, teenage drug abuse as there are teenagers. It’s
important—it would be world-changing—for us to recognize and act on that fact: to recognize
that every teenager and every teenager’s story is unique and deserving of our attention.In our
culture, teenage drug use is both misunderstood metaphor and telegraphed message. Whether
kids are addicted to drugs, abusing drugs, or using drugs—crucial distinctions I explore
throughout this book—and whether they do drugs to meet or to mute their emotional, spiritual,
academic, or developmental needs, their drug use is a tool. Wielding it with varying degrees of
self-awareness, they explore their pain, medicate their pain, reveal their pain, and get treatment
for their pain.When our kids get into trouble with drugs, that’s one way—not the ideal way, but an
effective way—for them to ask us for help. It is one way—neither the ideal way nor, for the most
part, an effective way—for us to help them.If there’s one thing I learned from being a teenager,
from mothering teenagers, and from writing books about teenagers, it’s how necessary it is—
and how far we have to go—to give every child not just what’s easy for us to give, but what he or
she truly and uniquely needs.PART 1GETTING HIGHWhy Do Kids Do Drugs?MIKERunning on
Empty“Butler to Release! Butler to Release!” Mike heard the guard’s voice crackling through the
two-way radio on his teacher’s desk. “You’re out of here, Mike,” Ms. Johnson called to him across
the Juvenile Hall classroom.Mike high-fived the boys, hugged the girls, then positioned himself
in front of the locked unit door. Shifting nervously from one foot to the other, his pulse racing, he
jumped when Ms. Johnson buzzed the door open for a short, stocky man in a blue Nike
turtleneck, black slacks, and black tassel loafers.“How you doin’?” Danny Ramirez asked
Mike.“Aiight,” Mike responded.Last week Danny had spent a couple hours interviewing Mike for
placement at Center Point, a rehab program an hour south of here in San Rafael. But now Danny
was looking Mike up and down as if he’d never seen him before.“Ka-ching, ka-ching,” Mike
thought, watching Danny watching him. “I know that’s all you care about: that money you think
you’re gonna get paid for keeping me locked up.”“Ready to go?” Danny asked.“Sure,” Mike
answered. He stifled a grin, thinking, “Dude—you’re about to find out how ready.”Danny gestured
for Mike to follow him down the walkway that led from the units to Release—as if Mike didn’t



know the drill, as if he hadn’t been through this routine ten times before. As they passed it,
neither of them glanced at the Juvenile Hall “Vision Statement” posted on the wall.The care of
children today determines the quality of life tomorrow.Our vision is that every child experience
positive and successful alternatives, safe surroundings, and caring support.Since our actions
and decisions affect children, our vision is to provide opportunities for change and the support
necessary for change to occur.A guard buzzed the two of them through the first set of locked
double doors and into the Personals office. “You’re leaving us, Mike. That’s great,” said Nancy,
the nice woman who worked there. She handed Mike a bulky manila envelope and the plaid
short-sleeved shirt, size 42 blue jeans, and black suede desert boots he’d been wearing when
the Santa Rosa cops had handcuffed him and dragged him in here, zombied out and crashing
off a three-day crank run. Mike changed in the bathroom, gave Nancy the dingy white T-shirt,
navy blue nylon shorts, and beige Converse high-tops he’d been wearing ever since. “I don’t
want to see you back again, you hear?” she said.“Don’t worry. You won’t,” Mike replied
distractedly, shaking the envelope’s contents into his hand. He stuffed the ten-dollar bill into his
pocket, peering eagerly at the scratched-up screen on his pager. Eleven new messages. Mike’s
pager had been his lifeline while he’d been on the run from the law—a long stretch that ended
three weeks ago.“You’re gonna have to give me that pager and your money when we get to
Center Point,” Danny warned.“I know,” Mike said. “You wish,” he thought. He turned back to
Nancy. “Thanks for everything,” he told her.She nodded. “Just don’t let me see you back here,”
she repeated. “That’s all the thanks I want.”As Danny and Mike continued down the antiseptic-
smelling hallway, they ran into Mary Graves, Mike’s probation officer. “You’re getting another
chance, Mike,” Mary said, waggling a finger in his face. “If you run this time, I swear I’ll come and
look for you myself.”“I won’t,” Mike waved her off. Of all the POs he’d ever had, Mary was the
worst: old, mean, and—just like the others—full of empty threats. He followed Danny through the
last set of locked doors and into the cramped room where parents were checked in, then
searched, on visiting nights: first stop on the way in, last stop on the way out for every visitor and
“resident” of the Sonoma County Juvenile Justice Center.“Bye, Mike. Be good, okay?” said Alice,
the woman who sat behind the glass partition there.“I will,” he said.Alice pushed the buzzer and
Mike burst into the hot, sunny June morning. Before Mike had even inhaled his first breath of
fresh air, Danny grabbed him by the elbow and led him past the POs’ cars in the parking lot—ten
identical Ford Tauruses with state license plates—and unlocked his Ford Ranger.“Your buddy
ran on me yesterday,” Danny said as they fastened their seat belts.“I know,” Mike replied. Within
hours of his friend Garth’s escape yesterday, word had traveled back to the Hall: Garth had taken
off into the streets of downtown San Rafael as soon as he hit Center Point’s front door.“You’re
not gonna do that to me, are you, Mike?”“Why would I run, man?” Mike answered. “I’m done
running.”“You better be.” Danny turned right out of the Juvenile Hall parking lot onto Pythian
Road and cruised slowly past the sprawling Zen-landscaped grounds of the St. Francis
Winery.“If he turns left, I’ll stay,” Mike told himself as they approached the intersection of Pythian
Road and Highway 12. A left would take them toward Sonoma, away from Santa Rosa and the



safety of Mike’s old stomping grounds. Experience had taught Mike not to try to outrun the law in
unfamiliar territory.“If he turns right, I’ll bounce,” Mike decided. A right would bring them straight
into the Santa Rosa suburb of Rincon Valley, home of Mike’s grandma and most of his doper
friends. He wasn’t sure how Grandma Myrtle would react if he showed up at her house on the
run again, but he knew exactly what his friends would do: give him a place to crash, protect him
from the cops, break him off a piece of whatever they were snorting, smoking, or shooting.“So—
what do you think will be your biggest challenge at Center Point?” Danny asked, slowing to a
stop at the intersection.“Umm…” Mike’s eyes were riveted to Danny’s left hand as he lifted it from
the steering wheel to the turn signal.“Down, I stay,” he reminded himself. “Up, I go.”Except for his
times in the Hall, it had been three years since Mike had gone more than a few days without
crank. He had no reason to think he could stay clean for a year in residential treatment now.
Running, on the other hand—that was something he knew how to do.“Turn right,” he willed
Danny silently. And that’s what Danny did.“Yes!” Mike cheered silently as the truck turned west
onto Highway 12. He started planning his escape as the truck sped beneath a lush canopy of
mossy oaks, past wineries built like castles ringed by moats of pink petunias, past cattle grazing
in sunburned fields. There were only two stoplights in Rincon Valley.“Two lights, two chances to
run,” Mike calculated.“You seem nervous or something,” Danny commented. As the road
widened to four lanes lined with convenience stores and auto-body shops, the acrid stink of
diesel fuel replaced the grassy scent of fresh-cut hay and manure.“I’m cool,” Mike mumbled, his
heart hammering in his chest.“Turn red,” he prayed when the first stoplight came into view. Sure
enough, the light blinked yellow, then red.Suddenly Mike’s mom’s face flashed before his eyes,
crying over him the way she’d cried so many times before. For an instant, Mike considered
staying in the truck, going to Center Point, doing his time, getting clean. And then the moment
passed.“I promised myself if he turned right I’d run,” he thought. “I can’t let myself down.”“I know
you’ve been in treatment before, but…” Danny was still trying to engage Mike in conversation as
he braked to a stop.Mike grabbed the door handle and yanked it up, hard. “Later, dude. Thanks
for the ride,” he said.He jumped out of the truck, slammed the door shut, and took off running as
fast as he could.The last time Mike started running he didn’t stop for seven months. It wasn’t his
fault, really, that he ran. He’d meant it when he told his parents, his PO, the judge, and anyone
else who would listen that if they sent him to drug treatment instead of sticking him in the Hall,
this time he’d make a real effort to get clean. “I’m ready to turn my life around,” he’d told them,
believing every word.But of all the programs they could have sent him to, they made the
stupidest possible choice: Vista Village in Rincon Valley. Mike’s resolve started crumbling when
the Vista Village van picked him up at the Hall, drove by the Seven-Eleven where Mike used to
hang out drinking Slurpees, past the apartments on Rincon Road, where half of Mike’s friends
lived, and up to the front door of Vista Village. If they really wanted him to clean up his act, why
had they brought him back to where he’d gotten into trouble in the first place?The van driver left
Mike alone in a room with a phone on the desk. He called his mom. “Are you by yourself?” she
asked, sounding worried, as usual. “Shouldn’t there be someone with you?” Hearing his mom’s



voice made Mike homesick. She’d sworn from the start that she’d never visit him in the Hall, so
he hadn’t seen her in weeks.“I love you, Mom,” Mike said, and hung up.He was still telling
himself that he could make it at Vista Village when the Intake woman came in and handed him a
lame light blue T-shirt, even lamer light blue sweats, and a bottle of nasty-smelling lice shampoo.
She sent him to take a shower. By himself.“If they really expect me to stick around,” Mike
thought, “how come they’re making it so easy for me to leave?” When he got dressed, he put the
blue clothes on over his own shorts and T-shirt and stashed the Vista Village underwear in a pile
of towels. Now he was prepared, whatever he decided to do.Five minutes later Mike was sitting
in his first group session, looking around at several tweakers he knew. He raised his hand and
told the counselor he had to use the bathroom. “You’ll need to take someone with you,” the
counselor said.“Well, duh,” Mike thought. This was only Mike’s second residential treatment
program, but everyone knew you couldn’t do anything by yourself in these places.“Hey, Jim,”
Mike asked a guy he used to get high with, “would you take me?”As soon as they were out of
earshot, Mike asked Jim, “What’s the best way to bounce from here?”“Just walk out the front
door, dude,” Jim whispered back. “It ain’t locked.”“You think I’m dumb, man?” Mike hissed. “If they
see me go, they’ll follow me! What’s the best way out so they won’t chase me right away?”Jim
led Mike outside to a bathroom detached from the main house. “I’ll wait for you right here,” Jim
announced loudly and turned his back. Mike took a quick look around. He saw that the fence
was scaleable.“Thanks, dude,” Mike said. He sprinted across the lawn, scrambled over the
fence, and landed hard on the other side. He ran down Middle Rincon Road past his
grandmother’s house, hoping she wouldn’t happen to look out and see him, over the bridge
where he used to play as a little kid, and into the Seven-Eleven parking lot. His chest heaving, he
pulled off the blue sweats, used them to mop his face, tossed them into the Dumpster, and
crossed the street to his friend Bobby’s apartment.“Hey, dude!” Bobby pulled Mike inside and
handed him a cigarette.Mike sucked hard on the Marlboro Red. He felt better already. You could
snort crank or anything you wanted in the Hall, but smoking was just about impossible to
sneak.Bobby laughed, pointing to Mike’s feet. “You still got your Chucks on, man.” Sure enough,
Mike still wore the telltale Chuck Taylors—the beige Converse high-tops issued to every Juvenile
Hall inmate.Bobby was tweaking, Mike could tell. “Got any shit, man?” he asked.Bobby shook
his head. “Did up all I had,” he answered. “But I still got some bud. Let’s smoke a bowl.”Weed
alone never cut it for Mike, even after a couple of weeks without anything, when his tolerance
was at its lowest. “Let’s go get some beers,” he said as soon as the pipe was empty.“I ain’t goin’
out with you wearin’ those Hall clothes,” Bobby said. Quickly, Mike changed into the oversized
jeans and Nike windbreaker Bobby gave him. They headed to the corner liquor store. The clerk
there was a longtime customer of Mike’s, a guy who used to talk recovery at the kids but now
traded beer and cigarettes for crank. “I’ll be by with something for you tomorrow,” Mike promised,
and the clerk handed over a six-pack of Schlitz Malt Liquor.Three tall beers and another bowl of
weed later, Mike had called most of his friends to tell them the good news. Only a couple of them
gave him a hard time, telling him he was dumb to run. One offered him a place to stay.Two hours



after Mike ran from Vista Village he was at his new home getting high with Jeff, a twenty-five-
year-old who had his own place, a girlfriend Mike really liked, and a cute two-year-old son,
Gardner. Smelling the crank smoke as he walked into Jeff’s made Mike’s pulse race in
anticipation.As soon as he and Mike were settled on the couch, Jeff pulled a small rock of crank
and a glass pipe out of the stash bag on the coffee table. He dropped the rock into the pipe, held
a lighter beneath the bowl until the rock melted, then blew the “cut”—the stuff the dealers add to
stretch the meth—off the surface of the melted liquid.Mike was mesmerized, watching. He loved
everything about getting high, the ritual almost as much as the rush. He waited hungrily as Jeff
snapped the lighter shut, rolled the pipe between his hands to coat the bowl with the dope, then
held a flame under it to melt the crank again. Finally it was time. Jeff offered him the pipe. Mike’s
hands shook with excitement. He inhaled deeply, then blew out a gray cloud of smoke.Ahhh. The
rush jolted through Mike’s body. Yes! Even his fingertips felt good. His toes! His eyebrows! He
and Jeff passed the pipe back and forth until the bowl was empty. Now Mike was ready for
anything. “Got any beer?” he asked, jumping up off the couch and pulling open the fridge. Mike’s
favorite buzz was being drunk and sprung at the same time.As Jeff and Mike sat drinking
together, Jeff said Mike could stay with him and Connie for as long as he needed to. Mike
wouldn’t have to pay rent—just chip in for utilities, baby-sit Gardner once in a while, and
contribute his share of the dope. Jeff said he’d hook Mike up with a job at Sky-Blue Detail, a car
wash and detailing shop where Jeff got his Mustang cleaned. When Connie got home that night,
the three of them sealed the deal with a pizza, another bowl of crank, and a few more six-packs
of beer.Mike started smoking weed and drinking when he was twelve, not long after he moved in
with his dad. Being a good-for-his-age skateboarder, he’d always hung out with older kids,
stealing his dad’s beer out of the fridge, getting drunk, smoking blunts. His dad, Michael, warned
him about the drinking—whenever Michael was fresh out of rehab, he admitted he was an
alcoholic; when he was back to drinking, he said it ran in the family and nothing and no one
could stop it.Michael had done a lot of coke and speed back in the day. Mike suspected he still
did. The excuse he gave Mike was, “We didn’t know it was bad for us back then.” But Michael
didn’t mind his son smoking weed. “I never heard of anyone smoking pot, then going out and
beating someone up,” he always said.It took Mike hella long to convince his mom to let him move
in with his dad. So when he saw her on weekends, Mike didn’t tell her how cool his dad was
about the pot. “You’re just trying to get what you never had,” she used to say before she finally let
him move in with Michael. “And it’s just not gonna happen, Mike.”Mike knew what his mom
meant. After the divorce, Mike was supposed to spend every other weekend with his dad. But
when Michael showed up he was usually drunk or high, or both. When he didn’t, Mike would
pace around his mom’s house, hanging on to his suitcase as if that would make the weekend,
his whole life, turn out the way it was supposed to. Mike grew up believing that if he just lived in
the same house with his dad, his dream would come true.His mom finally gave in when he was
ten. By the time Mike was twelve, he and his dad were more like roommates than father and son.
On Friday nights Michael would go out to play music with his band. “Stay out of trouble,” he’d say



on his way out. Or “If your room’s clean when I get home, I’ll give you some good bud.” Mike
would be smoking pot with his friends when his dad’s friends would call, telling him to come pick
Michael up. Mike learned to drive that way, maneuvering his dad’s pickup truck through the
Santa Rosa streets at two in the morning, his dad drunk and snoring in the passenger
seat.Pretty soon Mike gave up skateboarding, baseball, and everything else he’d been into; it all
seemed boring and pointless. He started getting into fights, getting into trouble at school. He
kept his dad off his back by threatening to tell his mom how Michael slapped him around when
they got into one of their fights. He kept his mom off his back by promising to do better. Then
when he was thirteen, Mike snorted his first line of crank with his buddy Jack. And became a
crank fiend, just like that.Within a few days Mike had graduated from snorting crank to smoking
it. He hadn’t slept, except with his head on his desk at school, since that first night. “I’m turning
into a fucking dope fiend,” he told himself. “From now on I’ll only get high once every two weeks.”
A week crawled by. All Mike could think about was tweaking. “Fuck it,” he said finally, and snorted
some more.Mike stopped caring about everything except crank. He stopped going with his mom
on weekends to see his grandma and his cousins. He stopped going to school—he’d always
hated it anyway. He stopped going home most nights. After that Mike never went more than a
few days without snorting, shooting, or smoking crank, unless he was locked up in the
Hall.Snorting got him the most wired in the shortest amount of time. Shooting was a smoother,
shorter high. But smoking was Mike’s method of choice. When he was still going to school, Mike
made his pipes from test tubes he stole from the science lab. After he quit school, he started
making them from the glass air fresheners they sell at every corner store. He’d peel off the paper
label, then wash the cherry-, pine-, or strawberry-scented chemicals out of the tube. He’d hold
the hissing torch—a Coleman gas canister fitted with a propane tip—to the glass till it glowed
red in the heat of the flame. And then he’d do the trickiest part: blowing into the molten tube as
hard as he could till the bottom expanded into a bowl with an air hole blown into it.Mike was
famous for his pipes. He could make one faster than anyone, and what tweaker wants to wait
around to get high? Secretly, he considered himself an artist, like the glass blower he’d seen
once on the Discovery Channel.Why do teenagers do drugs?Does Mike do drugs because his
father does? Because he was wounded by his parents’ divorce? Because he struggled in
school? Because he dropped out? Because he stopped playing sports and started hanging with
stoners?Maybe Mike does drugs because his parents are too lenient, or too strict; or because
they make too many demands on him, or too few.Maybe it’s because addiction runs in Mike’s
family, or because enough people have told him it does that he’s resigned himself to that
fate.Maybe Mike’s drinking and cigarette smoking led him to try pot, and his pot smoking led him
to try crank.Maybe, living as he does in the methamphetamine capital of the world, smoking
crank for Mike is like a kid in a brewery town drinking beer: doing too much of what the locals do,
teenage thrill seeking he’ll soon grow out of.Or maybe speed will kill Mike. And maybe—having
nothing to look forward to beyond his next high, seeing little in his future that’s worth growing up
for—he doesn’t care if it does.We’ll never know—how could we?—what Rubik’s Cube of causes



turned crank into Mike’s best friend. But that doesn’t keep us from trying to figure it out. As well
we should. Without understanding the causes of teenage drug use, how can we hope to treat or
prevent it?Many government agencies are dedicated to researching this question. Their studies
yield lists of contributing factors—some commonsensical, some seemingly contradictory, many
condemnatory—that shape the strategy of the prevention programs our tax dollars fund so
generously.The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) attributes youth drug use to “chaotic
home environments; ineffective parenting; lack of mutual attachments and nurturing; shy and
aggressive behavior in the classroom; failure in school performance; poor social coping skills;
affiliations with deviant peers; and perception of approval of drug-using behaviors in the school,
peer, and community environments.”Children most often begin to use drugs at age twelve or
thirteen, NIDA says, beginning with illicit use of legal substances (tobacco, alcohol, inhalants),
then progressing to illegal drugs, most commonly marijuana. According to NIDA, kids who
smoke cigarettes or drink are sixty-five times more likely to smoke pot.The Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) finds increased risk among “adolescents
who dropped out of school or who reside in households with fewer than two biological parents.”
The Parents’ Resource Institute for Drug Education reports that teens who live in single-father
homes are almost twice as likely to use drugs as are kids who live with both parents. Teens who
live with father and stepmother are at second-greatest risk, followed by those who live with
mother and stepfather, and mother only.The Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP)
tells us that the estimated eleven million children whose parents abuse alcohol or illicit drugs
face heightened risks of drug abuse themselves.A government-funded Harvard University study
reports “far higher” rates of drug use among gay and bisexual teens (understandable,
considering the study’s other finding: more than 30 percent of gay and bi teens said they’d been
threatened with a weapon during the past thirty days; about one-third had attempted suicide
during the previous year).The Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University
(CASA), while acknowledging that its research, “like any telephone survey, most likely
underreports the extent of use of illegal drugs,” found that only one-quarter of American teens—
30 percent of white kids, 18 percent of African Americans, 23 percent of Hispanics—live with
“hands-on parents” who “establish rules and expectations of behavior.” Those teens, CASA says,
are at one-fourth the risk of teens living with “hands-off parents” who “fail to consistently set
down rules and expectations.” CASA also reports that two of the most important factors leading
to youth substance abuse are the availability of drugs and perception of risk in using them.
According to SAMHSA, race has an impact on that critical availability factor (and on virtually
every other aspect of teenage drug use and treatment, as we’ll see).What does the research say
about what keeps kids from turning to drugs?“Since 1991, drug use has been increasing among
America’s youth,” a NIDA drug-prevention brochure acknowledges, adding optimistically, “Now it
is possible to describe the basic principles derived from drug abuse prevention research…so
that they can be applied to successfully prevent drug use among young people.”What are these
prevention principles? According to the ONDCP, the “resiliency factors” believed to help kids



resist drugs are “stable temperament, high degree of motivation, strong parent-child bond,
consistent parental supervision and discipline, bonding to pro-social institutions, associations
with peers who hold conventional attitudes, and consistent, community wide anti-drug-use
messages and norms.”“When youth are strongly connected to school and successful in school,”
NIDA’s Household Drug Survey found, “they tend to associate with peers who do not use
substances and tend not to use them themselves.” The ONDCP says that a young person
involved in sports is 49 percent less likely to get involved with drugs.Although only one-third of
American families regularly share meals together (half of them with the TV on), CASA says that
teens of “hands-on parents” who eat dinner with their teens six or seven nights a week aren’t
nearly as likely to smoke pot. “It is time for every parent to look in the mirror rather than look
outside to what everyone else can do,” CASA asserts. “Parents need to ask themselves every
day: ‘What am I doing today to keep my kids drug-free?’”To the worried or guilt-prone parent, this
list of “prevention principles” is a to-do list marked “Urgent.” Studying it, any good mother, father,
or guardian will yearn to raise only heterosexual, athletic children of stable temperament,
parenting them soberly and effectively in a nonchaotic home headed by their two biological
parents and located in an antidrug community, ensuring that they are neither shy nor aggressive
and always academically successful in the classroom, surrounded by peers who do not use
substances and who hold conventional attitudes.Let’s see: How many items on that checklist
have I myself accomplished?I was bonded to my sons and they to me—and more than one
trained professional suggested that our “enmeshment” was part of Jesse’s problem. I was short
on discipline, but no teenager was more supervised than Jesse: unlike most parents, both of his
were self-employed, so we could and did stay on him, as his friends said, like white on rice. I put
a home-cooked dinner on the table every night at six, but it often grew cold while I drove around
the Oakland streets looking for my missing son. As for sports—don’t talk to me about sports.
Despite his gift for basketball (as a high-school junior he was the only white player in the
renowned Oakland Athletic League), Jesse was kicked off more teams than most kids ever
join.Much of what the studies advise parents to strive for makes perfect sense. But given the real-
life realities of parenting adolescents in these United States, the guidelines seem cruelly
idealistic at worst, easier said than done at best. For starters, the lists don’t address the
fundamental mystery and miracle of parenting, of human nature itself.Why does one child turn
toward self-destruction while his brother turns the other way? Why is Jesse, unlike anyone else
in our family, a brilliant artist? A former menace to society? A devout Christian? Would living with
both of his biological parents, or being Hispanic or gay, or having different friends have made
him more or less so?By framing the causes and deterrents of teenage drug abuse strictly within
the realm of the personal, the prevalent research directs our attention away from the equally
relevant impact of the political. Yes, families in America today are falling apart, with disastrous
effects for our children. Yes, quaint as it sounds, we do need to eat dinner with our teenagers—
maybe not every night, but often, and always with the TV off. We do need to know what’s going
on in our kids’ classrooms, their lives, their hearts. We do need to reweave the web of



community that once held children and families firmly in place.But as parents we cannot
accomplish these things alone. Sweeping societal as well as personal changes are in order.
What decent parent (and yes, there are many who, in many ways and for many reasons, do not
fit that definition) wants any less than the ideal childhood for her child? And how many parents
can achieve that dream within the bounds of our profit-driven, family-unfriendly, child-neglecting
society, in which the number of children living in poverty—and in Juvenile Halls—rises steadily,
while the money spent on children’s health, education, and welfare steadily falls? How can we
blame parents for their kids’ drug use when the number of hours worked by middle-class parents
rose, between 1989 and 1998, by six full-time workweeks a year; and having a baby or even
leaving work early enough to cook dinner can threaten a parent’s job?Without venturing a
remedy, former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Joseph Califano acknowledged in
2001 that “national efforts to keep schools drug-free have failed, primarily because drug-
prevention lessons don’t address the factors that lead students to experiment with drugs.”What
are those factors, really? Until we begin to understand the root causes of our own failings—as
parents, yes, but also as a society—we won’t understand our teenagers’. And until we—
government and employers as well as parents and voters—show our children that there is
simply nothing more important to us than they are, we won’t give them what the smoke signal of
their drug abuse tells us that they need: parents with time and energy to know and nurture them;
schools equipped to engage and educate them; a world and a family that welcomes and makes
a place for them.On the run, Mike lived the life he’d dreamed of all those long nights in the Hall,
in rehab, in his own bed under house arrest, the monitoring bracelet on his ankle keeping tabs
on him like a PO who never slept. Detailing cars was fun—especially with the free-flowing crank
that kept Mike and his fellow workers seriously attentive to detail—and his nine-dollar-an-hour
paychecks more than covered his expenses. He loved taking Gardner to the park, teaching him
new words, tossing him a ball. On weekends Jeff and Connie took Mike to Reno or Tahoe, where
he got to go jet skiing and partying with older girls—strippers, sometimes.Soon after he moved
into Jeff’s, Mike called his mom, then his dad, to tell them where he was. He didn’t want them to
turn him in, but he didn’t want them to worry either. At first his mom threatened to call the cops,
but Mike knew she wouldn’t go through with it. “We’re gonna see if you can handle your
business, stay out of trouble for once,” his dad told him. “Maybe being on your own will teach you
some responsibility.”A few weeks later, Mike showed up for Christmas at his uncle Jerry’s, where
his mom’s family always gathered for holidays. They all knew he’d run away, that there were
warrants out for his arrest. His cousins were cool with that, but some of his aunts and uncles
gave him dirty looks. So Mike didn’t stay long. When he hugged his mom good-bye, she had
tears in her eyes.Over the next seven months Mike had a few scares. He’d be driving a friend’s
car and run into a friend of his mom’s who knew he didn’t have a license, that he was wanted by
the police. Or a cop car would pull up to the Seven-Eleven when Mike was inside, and he’d have
to run out the back. One day his boss at Sky-Blue Detail told Mike the cops had been in looking
for him. Being a tweaker too, Tony was cool: he just gave Mike his last paycheck and told him to



come back when the heat was off. A few weeks later when Mike ran out of money, Tony took him
back, no questions asked. The cops never showed up there again.Mike had a superstition that
worrying about getting caught would make it happen. So he kept himself from worrying most of
the time—including the day he was coming off a three-day crank run, crashing and broke, when
Heather, a friend of Jeff’s, offered him a stolen checkbook that hadn’t been reported stolen
yet.Mike didn’t hesitate. He called Ken—one of his younger, dumber friends, a kid with a real ID
and no warrants—and told him they could make some money, fast. “All I need is a ride,” Mike
said. When they got to the check-cashing place, Mike had Ken write out the check for three
hundred dollars and sign it. Mike promised Ken ten bucks for his trouble and sent him inside. “I’d
cash it myself,” Mike explained, “but you know I got warrants.”Feeling twitchy and depressed, the
way he always did when the crank started wearing off, Mike sat in Ken’s car waiting. And waiting.
Five minutes took an hour to go by. “What’s taking so long?” Mike started getting mad. “Can’t that
punk do anything right?”He drummed his fingers on the dashboard, turned on the car radio,
turned it off. All Mike could think about was getting the money, getting some crank, getting back
to Jeff’s and his pipe. Finally he jumped out of the car, slammed the door behind him, took one
step toward the check-cashing store—and stopped dead in his tracks.Cop cars were coming
from everywhere. “I’m fucked,” Mike thought. Struggling to stay calm, he started walking away as
slowly as he could.“Get your hands up!” a cop yelled. He dragged Mike into the store, yanked his
hands behind his back, and cuffed him. Ken was cuffed too, and he wouldn’t meet Mike’s eyes.
Mike realized Ken had ratted him out. Looking at Ken, in his baggy pants and shaved head, Mike
could see his own mistake. The kid looks like a skinhead gangster, he thought. No wonder the
store had called the cops.“I didn’t do anything!” Mike told the cop who was guarding him.“That’s
not what your little friend says,” the cop snapped back. “We’ve got you on at least two felonies:
passing fraudulent checks and commercial burglary.” He took out his notepad. “What’s your
name?”Mike’s mind spun like a CD off its track. “David Warren,” he answered. Dave was a good
friend. Mike figured he knew enough about him to answer any questions they came up with.“Your
friend here says you got the checks from some girl named Heather,” the cop said, shoving him
into his car. “Let’s see what she has to say.”The cops sped over to Jeff’s house, dragged Mike
out of the car, and pounded on the door, yelling “Police! Open up!” When no one answered, they
pushed the door open. They grabbed Heather as she was running out the back, searched her
pockets and purse, found a pipe and some crystal meth.“You motherfucker!” Heather screamed
at Mike as the cops cuffed her and led her outside. “I did you a favor! And you ratted me out!”“It
was Ken,” Mike mumbled. Heather had never been in trouble before. And now she was in big
trouble. Just like Mike was.One of the cops took Mike back outside and patted him down. He
found four Vicodins and one Vitamin E horse capsule that Mike used for cutting crank. “I can get
rid of these for you,” the cop murmured, slipping the pills into his pocket. “So you don’t get
charged for them too.” Then he put Mike back into his car and drove him down Highway 12 and
up Pythian Road to Juvenile Hall.“You need to take this kid to the hospital,” the admitting
supervisor told the cops. “He’s having a drug reaction.” Mike made his teeth chatter and his



hands shake even harder than they already were. The cops drove him to a hospital in Santa
Rosa, where he sat on a gurney for two hours, handcuffed, still tweaking, and thirstier than he’d
ever been in his life. No one would bring him any water.“Fuck, man, I made it seven months,” he
thought. “I knew it was gonna end sometime.” He told himself that he’d use the time in the Hall to
catch up on his sleep.Finally a nurse checked Mike’s pulse and blood pressure and told the
cops they could take him away. “Just another speed freak coming down,” she said.Back at the
Hall, they ran Mike’s prints through a new electronic fingerprinting machine, then booked him
under his real name for two felonies and a misdemeanor: conspiracy to commit commercial
burglary, conspiracy to pass stolen checks, and offering false ID. “That’ll get you three years
minimum,” warned the cop who’d taken Mike’s pills. Aside from the new machine, it was strictly
same old, same old at the Hall: two days in the holding cell, then a court date and the offer of a
deal.Mike’s mom was in the back row of the courtroom, as always; his dad wasn’t there, as
always. Mike’s “public pretender,” as Mike called the lawyers they gave him, told the judge that
Mike had agreed to plead to one felony in exchange for the other charges being dropped. The
judge scheduled Mike’s sentencing for a date in two weeks, warned Mike that he might be
headed for some serious time, pounded his gavel, and sent Mike back to his cell.At the
sentencing hearing, Mike’s lawyer asked the judge to give him ninety days in Probation Camp, a
county-run jail way out in the boonies that was one step worse than the Hall, but not as bad as
CYA—the California Youth Authority, where the kids who are murderers and rapists go. When
Mike heard that, he saw what would happen next as if he were watching a movie. They’d send
him to Camp, which was minimum security. He’d run away. He’d get caught. They’d bring him
back to the Hall, where he’d be on Intake status for forty-five days, which wouldn’t even count
against his sentence.“I don’t need Camp,” Mike told the judge. “I need drug treatment.”The judge
looked at Mike’s mom. “Mrs. Butler. Are you in favor of sending Mike to treatment? I see here that
he’s already been through a twenty-eight-day program as well as Drug Court, and nothing
seems to have done the job.”Mike looked at his mom, begging her with his eyes. “I think Mike
might finally be serious about getting off drugs,” she said. “Maybe treatment could help him do
that.”“Thank you,” Mike mouthed to his mom. He turned back to the judge, trying to make eye
contact. The judge ignored him.“What do you think, Ms. Graves?” the judge asked Mike’s
PO.“He definitely needs drug treatment,” she said. “We don’t stand a chance of rehabilitating this
young man until he’s free of his addiction to methamphetamines.”The judge sighed. “All right,
Mike,” he said. “I guess you’re going to treatment. I can only hope that this time you’ll take
advantage of it.”“I will, Your Honor,” Mike said. “I promise.”The next day, Danny Ramirez showed
up to interview him for placement at Center Point. A week later, Mike was on his way there in the
truck with Danny. And then Danny made that fatal mistake, turning right instead of left. So Mike
just had to get out and run.TRISTANWhy Are We Here?Sitting on a plane for Bend, Oregon, a
Kid Rock CD blasting into his headphones, Tristan was trying hard not to cry. He knew where he
was going—to Journeys, the same hard-core wilderness program that his older brother got sent
to a few years ago. And he knew why: because he’d just gotten kicked out of boarding school.



Still, he felt confused, as he often did, as if his life was a train whizzing by him, not stopping to let
him on.The past few days were a blur. The dean at Cragmont Academy saying, “You can come
back after you get some help with your addiction.” (“Addiction?” Tristan stammered. “What does
that mean?”) The Cragmont chaplain driving him to the airport. His mom, Marian, meeting him in
San Francisco with that totally freaked-out look on her face, telling him he was going to Journeys
the next day. Begging his parents to let him stay home, promising to do better. His older brother,
Luc, telling him that Journeys wasn’t all that bad. His stepfather, Rob, telling him he’d come back
a better person. Then his mom driving him back to the airport this morning, crying as she put him
on the plane, saying, “It’s only three weeks. It’ll go by fast, I promise.”Kid Rock was just making
Tristan’s confusion worse, all that “pimpin’ girls” noise in his ears. He switched to a Jimi Hendrix
CD, hoping to find some wisdom in Jimi’s lyrics. Everyone said Jimi was “hella deep,” but Tristan
couldn’t even make out the words of his songs. How lame was that? “Lame-ass punk,” he heard
the boys at Cragmont taunting him. “Fat-ass pussy.”The pilot announced that they were landing.
Tristan looked out the window. He couldn’t believe his eyes. There was snow everywhere. “It’s
gonna be fucking freezing at this place,” Tristan realized. In his fourteen years, Tristan had only
seen snow at the Sierra ski resorts where he and his friends went snowboarding on winter
weekends. When they got cold, they could sit in the lodge and drink lattés. Tristan was pretty
sure they weren’t going to be serving lattés where he was going.“Fuck!” Tristan cursed as he ran
across the icy tarmac in the shorts, T-shirt, and beach sandals he’d put on at home in Marin
County this morning. By the time he got inside the airport he couldn’t feel his toes. He was
digging through his backpack, hoping his mom had packed him a jacket, when a huge, scary-
looking guy came up to him and said, “I’m Rodrigo. Follow me.”Rodrigo didn’t even offer to help
Tristan with his bag. “You got any cigarettes, lighters, weed, grenades, dynamite?” Rodrigo
asked as they climbed into the Suburban.“No!” Tristan shouted. Was this guy kidding? He felt
like he was in a bad movie.“You better not be lying,” Rodrigo warned him. “They’ll strip-search
you when we get to the ranch house.” Rodrigo handed Tristan a bunch of forms on a clipboard.
“Fill these out,” he said, and started driving.Tristan tried to focus, but the words were flopping
around like fish on the page. “Um…what month is this?” he asked.Rodrigo shot him a dirty look.
“The one between Halloween and Christmas,” he snapped sarcastically. “Can you figure the rest
out all by yourself?”As soon as Tristan walked into the Journeys office, another buff guy came up
to him. “I’m Sancho,” he said. “Take your clothes off.” Tristan looked around. A couple of kids were
mugging him already. “Pull down your boxers and bend over,” Sancho barked.Tristan had been
teased about his chubbiness at Cragmont so much, he’d stayed in his room for the first week he
was there. He hadn’t even eaten until a nice teacher started bringing him his meals. Now they
expected him to start his time here naked?“Can we do this in the bathroom, please?” he asked
Sancho politely. The kids snickered. “Drop ’em. Now,” Sancho snapped.“I’m in the wrong place,”
Tristan thought. “When my parents find out how bad this is they’ll take me out of here.”Tristan had
been suspended from school plenty of times, in trouble with his parents for years. Ever since he
started drinking and flunking classes in sixth grade, then smoking pot and flunking classes in



eighth, he’d been dragged to therapists and educational consultants and psychiatrists and
doctors who’d tested him for learning disabilities and dyslexia, diagnosed him with ADD, and put
him on Ritalin. He’d even been driven home in a police car once, when he and some friends got
caught stealing cigarettes from a Seven-Eleven. But Tristan had never been arrested, let alone
strip-searched, before. He couldn’t believe his mom had done this to him.“I’ll run away,” Tristan
decided. Then he looked at Sancho’s bulging, tattooed arms. “This dude’s gonna kick my ass,”
he thought. He closed his eyes, as if that would keep the people in the room from seeing him,
pulled his clothes off, and bent over.The next night Tristan and nine other boys—all of them
dressed in the Journeys uniform: glow-in-the-dark orange pants and jackets and camouflage
underwear—were driven to the Journeys base camp 160 miles away. The “barracks,” where
meals were cooked and served, was one room in the middle of nowhere, with a pump for water,
a generator for electricity, a woodstove for heat, and an outhouse in the snow. The counselors
slept in the barracks. The boys slept in a tent outside.“My mom’s paying eight thousand dollars a
month for me to be here. I’m not eating that gross-ass food,” Tristan said, scowling at the plate of
macaroni and cheese that the kid on dinner duty put in front of him.“You’re gonna want that shit
so bad in a week…” the kid said. “Anyway, you have to clean your plate.” After cleanup the kids
sat around on their cots in the big tent and told Tristan, the only new kid, how the program
worked.
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Kellene Wheeler, “As promised. I had been looking for this book for a long time and very excited
to find it at a reasonable price and it was delivered as promised.”

Gwyneth Calvetti, “Flawed or not, provides real insight into teen drug use. I read this book from a
similar point of view as that of Maran--as the mother of a teen pulled into this vortex. According
to every single checklist out there on "parenting to prevent drug use," my husband and I pass
with flying colors. So what happened? That was my motivation for picking up this book.I
disagree with her statement that the drug use of my generation was somehow more "rational,"
given the threat of Vietnam duty and such. This generation has equally "rational" reasons for
tuning out--the possibility of the draft, bleak job outlooks and any number of other valid
concerns. I had trouble with the book until I moved beyond that premise and accepted the
points her unconventional approach uncovered.Flawed or not, she followed real kids struggling
with real problems, which makes for compelling reading. She intersperses their stories with an
assessment of the problem and the various solutions. I am inclined to agree with her final
assessment as to the real causes for the current crisis, and am hopeful that flawed or not, the
right eyes have read her book and might work for change. Following the stories of the three kids
she befriended takes us into the worlds of these individuals, and for that, the book is worth the
time spent to read it. She suggests changes in public policy with which I agree, but gives little to
individual families trying to sort out and address similar problems given the state of affairs today.
If you're hoping to find answers for your own particular situation, you won't find that, but you will
gain insight into the mindset of many kids today that leads to taking such risks with their future.”

The book by Meredith Maran has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 11 people have provided feedback.
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